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TOKEN ECONOMICS

https://ico.winerz.com/
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SUMMARY

TOKEN TOPOLOGY

WNZ is the cryptographic token that powers the Winerz network. It will be 
minted as an SPL token on Solana with the intent on listing via an IDO on 
Raydium.

WNZ token holders enjoy certain utility functionality on the Winerz platform 
which is described in this document.

The Winerz ecosystem is powered by a token economy used to enable 
betting, payouts and pay for transaction fees.

Using a token economy enables seamless smart-contract based escrow of 
funds, supporting large scale betting and tournaments.

What follows is an explanation of how the token is used in the Winerz 
ecosystem.
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PLAYER BETTING AND ESCROW

WNZ is primarily used as a transfer of value within the Winerz ecosystem. In 
its primary use case, it is used in posting bets for player matches and tourna-
ments. Players acquire WNZ from our token sale or from an exchange. From 
there they can transfer the tokens to a smart contract address published to 
each players by the platform. Optionally, players can bet in fiat via credit card 
or PayPal funding.

Winerz acts as an escrow service to secure the funds collected for each 
match. In most games the outcome of the match is agreed by both parties. 
However, Winerz can perform dispute resolution for those matches and 
players whom disagree on the outcome of the match to assure that winnings 
are duly transferred to the appropriate player. Players who abuse the system 
will be removed from the platform and may forfeit their ill-gotten gains held
on their platform wallet.

Players can play matches directly through an invite or via our public match 
requests by the community.
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PAYOUT AND PLATFORM FEE
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After the match is concluded, a winner is selected and that wallet holder 
will receive the pot winnings minus 10% of the earnings. If they paid in WNZ 
token, they will receive a meaningful discount to the fee.

As an option, players can hold platform NFTs to increase the payout on select 
bonus days. The bonus increase in payout will be published by the project on 
those specific days. Thus, it is important to hold the token to assure it is rea-
dily available when such bonus days are in effect.

Any WNZ and fiat collected by the platform for its fee are deposited into the 
treasury.
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WITHDRAWALS AND TOKEN EXCHANGE
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Players can withdraw their WNZ balances to their off-platform private wallets. 
Winerz charges a 1% withdrawal fee on any tokens moved out of the platform 
and a 2.5% fee on any fiat transferred out.

Users can then sell their WNZ holdings on an exchange. The platform also 
reserves the right to sell its WNZ holdings to unlock capital.
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PROFIT SHARING
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Winerz features a token buyback program which is funded by a portion (35% 
currently) of the platform’s profits.

The token buyback program is designed to drive value to the WNZ token 
ecosystem through one of four activities:

Locking Liquidity – a portion of the repurchased WNZ tokens are used 
to contribute to the DEX liquidity pool to increase the tradable liquidity 
and promote a healthy secondary market. They are locked in the liquidity 
pool for a period of one (1) year after which the funds are released on a 
daily linear vesting schedule over the course of an additional year. These 
released funds are burned, reducing the total supply of WNZ tokens.

Token Burning – a portion of the repurchased WNZ tokens are 
permanently destroyed via token burning. This immediately reduces the 
total supply of WNZ. Burns occur on a regular basis, initially set at once 
per quarter but subject to community vote. 
Staking Fund – a portion of the repurchased WNZ tokens are used to 
fund the Staking Fund. WNZ holders that provide liquidity to any of the 
WNZ DEX liquidity pools earn a staking yield that is funded by these 
collections.

NFT Bonus and Reward Pool – a portion of the repurchased WNZ 
tokens are used to replenish the bonus and reward pool, enabling the 
incentive program for bonus whitelisting and NFT bonuses to continue.
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BONUS WHITELISTING

STAKING

Winerz will also feature specialized account tiers that enable further bonus 
payouts on yields based on which tier an individual is in. Token holders and 
NFT holders can earn these enhanced yields depending on the amount they 
hold.

Winerz will create an NFT marketplace to enable platform participants to 
purchase and sell with its bonus NFTs. These NFTs will be separated by four 
types of rarity:

• Rare
• Super Rare
• Legend
• Unique

Bonus payouts in each tier will be determined at a later date. Bonus payouts 
are paid out of the bonus and reward pool and are an exhaustible resource. 
Therefore, bonuses are expected to be available for early platform users.

At the decision of the platform, a portion of profits may be used to replenish 
the bonus pool, enabling longer term sustainability.

Post token sale, WNZ is expected to be available on decentralized exchanges, 
however no new WNZ tokens will be created. New WNZ can be redeemed 
exclusively through token staking.
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LP STAKING
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WNZ can be earned when participants add liquidity to Winerz’s DEX liquidity 
pool. Winerz will create a staking contract that is activated when LP shares 
generated from liquidity providers are deposited into the WNZ staking 
contract. WNZ is paid into the staking pool and earned by LP miners based 
on their pro-rata share in the staking pool.

Staking is designed to reward participants who lock their WNZ tokens while 
providing much needed liquidity do the DEX pool. In return they are given 
WNZ from the staking reserve. The staking reserve is a finite and exhaustible 
resource which is expected to incentivize early participants and reduce the 
circulating supply.

NFT Bonus
NFT holders earn an additional APY boost when staking their WNZ tokens in 
the LP. Currently this boost percentage is set at 10% of the prevailing APY. For 
example, if the pool APY is 120%, then NFT holders will earn 132%.
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TOKEN SALE

WNZ shall only be made available for purchase through its token sale or on 
the secondary exchange market.
Winerz will create 1,000,000,000 (1 billion) total WNZ based on the following 
capital raise structure:

SALE PERIOD TOKEN SOLD SELLING PRICE AMOUNT RAISED

Pres- Sale

Private Sale

Public

Totals

50,000,000

100,000,000

50,000,000

200,000,000 WNZ

USD 0.010

USD 0.015

USD 0.020

-

USD 500,000

USD 1,500,000

USD 1,000,000

USD 3,000,000

VALUATION CIRCULATION (MILLIONS)

$0
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$500,000

TGE Market Cap DEX & MM Fully Diluted Market Cap

$10M $15M 0 500 1000

1000

55

Initial Supply Fully Diluted
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WNZ TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
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5% PRE-SALE
50,000,000 WNZ
• 1 mo. Lockup
• Monthly linear vesting
over 24 mo. thereafter

10% PRIVATE SALE
100,000,000 WNZ
• 5% unlock after 1 month
• Monthly linear vesting
over 12 mo. thereafter

5% PUBLIC SALE
50,000,000 WNZ
• 50% at listing
• No lockup
• Monthly linear vesting
over 2 mo. thereafter

15% TEAM
150,000,000 WNZ
• 12 mo. lockup
• Equal installments over
18 mo. thereafter

5% LIQUIDITY
50,000,000 WNZ
No lockup

15% ECOSYSTEM GROWTH
150,000,000 WNZ
• 6 mo. Lockup
• Equal installments over 12
mo. thereafter

15% STAKING REWARDS
150,000,000 WNZ
• Released as per actual
earnings
• Capped at 10M WNZ per
month

13% RESERVE
130,000,000 WNZ
• 12 mo lockup.
• Equal installments over 12
mo. thereafter

2% ADVISORY
20,000,000 WNZ
• 12 mo. lockup
• Equal installments over 
18 mo. thereafter

15% REWARDS & BONUSES
150,000,000 WNZ
• Released as per actual
earnings
• Capped at 10M WNZ
per month
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THANKS


